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Lucerne, Schweiz, Uri, and Untenvalden. The Steer of Uri Is
mentioned In this 'Spruch'. Hard on Its heels came a ballad in
which the speakers are the Lion (for Leopold) and the Steer, and
the poet took liberties with the event. He scornfully supposes
that the lowlanders have come to confess to a Swiss pastor:
Tray tell us where's the parson,
that we our sins may tell?'
4IIe sits at home In Schweiz, sirs,
and hell confess you well,
good penance give to you;
from cutting halbards' edges
you'll get his blessing tool*
In the last elaboration, the ballad becomes long and circumstantial,
setting forth the legend of Winkelried's brave feat of gathering the
enemy spears into his own bosom. This last phase Is due to
Halbsuter of Lucerne, composing in or about 1480. The legend of
William Tell Is international in substance, since It Is found inde-
pendently as far away as Norway; but it Is now inseparable from
Switzerland (Erk-Bohme 32).
Religious disturbances in Germany gave rise to a number of
poems, which are scarcely to be reckoned among ballads. Extrava-
gant penances came as an emotional reaction from the terrors of the
Black Plague, and troops of Flagellants roamed the land, performing
their rites of self-torture. Their songs were, no doubt, popular and
traditional In kind, but were primarily devout lyrics, lacking any
developed narrative. The Schism of the Church, somewhat later,
perplexed the consciences of Christians, and produced political
verse designed for the widest possible circulation, but never to be
dissociated from the name, or at least standpoint and personality,
of the author. Of this nature are, for Instance, Thomas Prischuch
of Augsburg's 1,860 couplets on The Council's Foundation, and the
100 couplets of Johann Engelmar addressed to the Council of
Constance. The Hussite movement, occurring at this time, has
produced a Czech lyric, but no ballad.
The ballad style found Inspiration in one of Its perennial themes:
the doings of celebrated malefactors. In the south these were
robber barons, of whom Gotz von Berllchingen has become, under
Goethe's moulding hands, the eternal type; In the north there were
also sea-rovers. The moment of Inspiration Is the moment of their
fall. Later ballad-mongers, with decadent instincts, work a trite

